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Your Wright County
Wright County was established February 20th, 1855 and is named for New York politician, Silas Wright.
Wright, who had nothing to do with the establishment of Wright County, earned the title of namesake
when a close friend and member of the committee appointed to establish the county couldn’t agree on
any other name. Initially located in Monticello, the county seat was moved to Buffalo in April of 1868
after citizens voted in favor of the move.
Wright County is part of the Tenth Judicial District, along with Anoka, Chisago, Isanti, Kanabec, Pine,
Sherburne, and Washington Counties. Apprised of forty-five judges, it is the second largest of
Minnesota’s ten judicial districts. The Chief Judge of the Tenth Judicial District
is the Honorable Douglas B. Meslow, Anoka County. The Tenth Judicial
District Administrator is Paul Patterson, assisted by Assistant District
Administrator Nancy McCabe. The Wright County bench is the second largest
bench in the district with the Honorable Judges Stephen M. Halsey, Kathleen
A. Mottl, Michele A. Davis, Geoffrey Tenney, Elizabeth H. Strand, and
Catherine McPherson presiding.
Wright County is in central Minnesota and is bordered by Sherburne,
Hennepin, Carver, McLeod, Meeker, and Stearns counties. Within its borders you will find 661 square
miles of terrain and 53 square miles of aquatic area. Among its 17 cities, 18 townships, 13
unincorporated communities, and one ghost town, you will also find 220 lakes, 24 parks, and 22
nationally registered historical buildings. As of the 2017 population estimate, 134,286 call Wright
County home.
The county government
operated on a budget of
$110,285,712.
Wright
County is one of the
eighty-seven counties in
Minnesota and is the 10th
most populated. There are
five seated commissioners
in the county: Christine
Husom (District 1), Darek
Vetsch (District 2), Mark
Daleiden (District 3),
Michael Potter (District 4),
and
Charles
Borrell
(District 5).
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Court Services
Wright County Court Services’ mission statement reflects the following beliefs:
Society has a right to be protected from individuals who cause harm to others. When public safety is not
compromised, the interests of most offenders are best served through Evidence Based and Restorative
Practices. The person should leave the criminal justice system in a positive manner and as a more
productive citizen.
Court Services strives to provide the best service possible to the Court, County, Community and
Offenders. We have designed our supervision and programs using Best Practices to make sure our staff
has the best tools possible for working with the offenders under our supervision. In 2017, Court Services
supervised 4,006 adult and juvenile offenders on pre-trial, probation, court-ordered service, and
diversion statuses. Of that number, 39% where non-Wright County residents.
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What We Provide
Wright County Court Services provides probationary services, at the county level, to adult and juvenile
offenders. Juveniles are supervised for all levels of offenses and adult offenders are supervised for
misdemeanor, gross misdemeanor, and specific felony level offenses. What this means for adult
offenders is that they may be on probation with the Department of Corrections, a state agency, rather
than the local county office.

What Probation Means
Whether you follow the weekly newspapers court section, know a friend of a friend, or personally been
through the criminal justice process, it can be a very surreal experience, made worse by unknown
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terminology and expectations. You are bound to hear words like probation, stay, delinquent, and
execution to name a few, so what does it all mean?

Merriam-Webster defines
probation, in the legal sense, as
“the action of suspending the
sentence of a convicted offender
and giving the offender freedom
during good behavior under the
supervision of a probation
officer.”

The Minnesota Criminal Code
609.02 defines Probation as “a
court-ordered sanction imposed
upon an offender for a period of
supervision no greater than that
set by statute. It is imposed as an
alternative to confinement or in
conjunction with confinement or
intermediate sanctions. The
purpose of probation is to deter
further criminal behavior, punish
the offender, help provide
reparation to crime victims and
their communities, and provide
offenders with opportunities for
rehabilitation.”

There is a small, but critical, difference between these two definitions. The Merriam-Webster definition
gives the impression that someone on probation must have been convicted; this is untrue. Probation is
not dependent upon a conviction, it is upon the ruling of the court and what “Stay Type” was given.

The Terminology
A Stay is a very short way of saying that the court is holding off on a certain action. The following are
the different stay types you might hear and what they mean:
Execution: The offender is convicted of a crime and will serve the term of their jail sanction, as
determined by statute. This is the only stay type where there is no probation period.
Stay of Execution: The offender is convicted of a crime and placed on probation. They will not
serve the statutory set jail term; rather, the jail will be suspended or “stayed” for the duration of
probation should the offender remain in good standing with probation and complete their courtordered conditions.
Stay of Imposition: This stay type is almost identical to a Stay of Execution, with the only
difference being that should the offender complete their probationary period successfully, the
crime level they were convicted of will be reduced to a lower level.
Stay of Adjudication: When this stay type is given, the offender enters their plea of guilty to the
court. However, the court “does not accept” their plea; rather, the court will place the offender
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on probation and if they complete their probationary period successfully, the court will dismiss
the case. In the event the offender does not complete probation successfully, the Court will
convert the Stay of Adjudication to either an Execution or a Stay of Execution and enter a
conviction on the case.
Statutory Stay of Adjudication: This stay type is identical to a Stay of Adjudication, except that
this stay type is exclusive to first time felony drug offenders.
Continued for Dismissal: This is not actually a stay type. This outcome is an agreement between
the offender and the prosecutor. Typically, the agreement calls for the case to be “suspended”
for an agreed-upon time and if the offender follows the terms of the agreement and does not
incur any new charges in that time, the case will be dismissed. If the offender fails to follow the
terms of the agreement, they will be brought back to court and formally charged.

Terminology can vary between adult and juvenile court. While definitions are roughly the same, the
criminal justice system approaches adult and juvenile offenders very differently and with different
expectations.
Sentencing vs Disposition: At an adult sentencing or a juvenile disposition, the offender appears
before the judge to receive their sentence. It occurs after they have pled or been found guilty of
a crime.
Convicted vs Adjudication: If an adult is convicted or a juvenile is adjudicated, it means the
offender has pled or has been found guilty of a crime.

Who we are
Court Services is made up of four units: Adult Unit, Program Unit, Juvenile Unit, and Support Staff.
The office runs several programs exclusive to Wright County, three intensive supervision programs
(ISP), pre-sentence conditional release supervision, specialty programs, and collaborations with other
county departments and organizations in Minnesota. Everything that Court Services offers is a product
of the excellent working relationship between all four units and their respective supervisors. The entire
Court Services’ staff works cohesively, professionally, and with a very team-oriented attitude. In its
time, Court Services has employed roughly 130 people, many of which began as interns and returned
when an employment opportunity became available. It has had two full-time directors. The first, Dan
Kiernan, was hired in 1959 as Wright County’s first Probation Officer. As the county grew, so did his
job and in 1984 he was appointed director and remained so until his retirement in 1992. An interim
director, Dorothy Stuhr, was appointed until Court Services second and current director, Michael
MacMillan, took over in 1993.
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What we do
Agents are employed in the Adult, Program, and Juvenile Units. Responsibilities may vary depending
upon the position they hold in their unit or the supervision needs of the offender. Ultimately the common
goal of all agents is to provide services to the offenders in Wright County. Agents are responsible for
ensuring that offenders comply with court-ordered conditions. With specifically assigned caseloads,
agents develop a rapport with their probationers while supervising their behavior and conditions. In an
effort to help them succeed, agents will assist the offender in finding options for funding, housing,
programming, transportation, and any other area where the offender needs assistance. The agents will
encourage the offender to take paths that will help them achieve the highest amount of success. To assure
offenders comply with court orders and become better members of the community, agents will do the
following:
• Manage case plans;
• Perform home and community visits;
• Conduct random drug and alcohol screens; and
• Contact family, friends, or other professionals working with the offender.
Agents are also responsible for pursuing appropriate and corrective action when the offender is not
complying with court orders and/or continuing to offend. They may submit forms or reports to the court
to notify the court of the offender’s non-compliance. The agent may simply request that the offender be
summoned to a future court date to address the alleged violation(s) or they could request the offender
be arrested immediately, in addition to being given a future court date.
A great deal of paperwork is involved in probation. Investigative studies for the Court, such as bail
evaluations, violence evaluations, adult pre-sentence investigations (PSIs) and juvenile pre-dispositional
reports (PDRs), are typically completed and submitted to court before sentencing or disposition.
Violations may be completed before sentencing or if the offender is being supervised in a pre-sentence
conditional release capacity.

Investigative Studies
This chart displays the trend of
PSIs, PDRs and Bail Evaluations
completed throughout 2017.
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Court Services completed 745
PSIs: adult agents completed 639
and program agents completed
106. Juvenile agents completed
123 PDRs. Program agents also
completed 579 Bail Evaluations.
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In 2017, there were 123 more
PSIs, 26 more PDRs, and 11
more Bail Evaluations than in
2016.
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Once an offender has received their sentence, agents are responsible for completing probation contracts,
fee contracts, change plans, and risk/needs assessments. As they supervise their offenders, agents may
also have to prepare violations, apprehension and detention orders, restitution studies, transfer
investigations, and sentence to service referrals.

Adult A&Ds Completed
in 2017 by Unit

41%
Adult Unit - 65

When an offender is in violation of their
court ordered conditions, the agent may
submit an Apprehension and Detention
Order (A&D) requesting law enforcement
arrest the offender.

Juvenile Unit - 9
Program Unit - 84
53%

6%

Juvenile A&Ds Completed
in 2017 by Unit
2%
12%

Agents from the adult, program and
juvenile units can complete an A&D.
Adult Unit - 1
Juvenile Unit - 35
Program Unit - 5

86%
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Adult and Juvenile Violations
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A major factor that determines how an offender will be supervised is the result of in-house assessments
completed by agents. Adult offenders are assessed using the Level of Service Case Management
Inventory (LS/CMI) and juvenile offenders are assessed using the Youth Level of Service (YLS). Agents
in each unit are specially trained in administering these assessments. The LS/CMI and the YLS are
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instruments that assesses various categories from criminal history, education, employment, family,
companions, leisure activities, chemical use, attitudes, and antisocial patterns. It also assesses any
strengths that may exist. The LS/CMI and YLS score will often determine if the offender requires a low,
moderate, or high level of supervision. Agents can request an override of supervision level if they present
appropriate reason for their request. One such reason may be that another assessment known as the
Domestic Violence Screening Instrument (DVSI) showed the need for a higher level of supervision. In
any case, a supervisor must approve the override. The DVSI is an assessment that is administered when
a crime of domestic violence against an intimate partner takes place. Its purpose is to assess the
offender’s risk of re-offending, assess risk of lethality, to enhance strategic construction of a safety plan
for victims, and to structure appropriate interventions by courts, corrections, and providers. Juveniles
may also be given a mental health screening, called a MAYSI, to identify risk areas of mental health.

Assessments
The information obtained by
these instruments guide the
agents in working with the
offender on case plans while
on supervision.
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A reassessment is completed
within the first six months to
determine if the current level
of supervision is appropriate,
and annually thereafter.
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What Systems We Use Most
Wright County Court Services utilizes numerous software systems, applications, and databases to
effectively supervise offenders and conduct business operations. The foremost application used for
offender supervision is the Court Services Tracking System (CSTS), built specifically for use in
corrections by Strategic Technologies, Inc. It is used in all probation offices in Minnesota and is an
extensive and comprehensive database that stores offender information, court-ordered conditions,
supervision progress, and other supervision-related data. It is an ever-changing, ever-growing database
and Wright County Court Services uses CSTS to its fullest capacity daily. Although it is used statewide, each CSTS application is exclusive to its own county and cannot be accessed by other counties.
Populated primarily by the clerical unit, the information contained is vital
for agents and their caseloads. CSTS uploads daily to a system called the
Statewide Supervision System (S3), which is accessible to all corrections
agencies in Minnesota. S3 contains probation information on offenders
being supervised in Minnesota. You have the ability to view past and
present probationary terms from any Minnesota county where a case is or
was being supervised. Since the information in S3 is directly obtained by
uploading from CSTS, it is imperative that the information entered into
CSTS be as accurate as possible. Wright County Court Services also has access to and utilizes the Bureau
of Criminal Apprehension (BCA) database, Minnesota Court Information System (MNCIS), Driver
Vehicle Services (DVS), Minnesota Government Access (MGA), and E-Filing System (EFS). All these
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applications are used for supervision purposes and data collection for probation-generated court
documents. Guidelines for the use of these applications are very specific and all staff undergo mandatory
training at regular intervals to stay up to date on the regulations and changes to these systems.

Probation, Law Enforcement and Its Patrons
Court Services agents work closely with all of Wright County’s law enforcement agencies; not
only for the enforcement of probation, but also for the preservation of the safety and security of
Wright County, its residents, and its visitors. Wright County has four law enforcement agencies,
including Minnesota’s 3rd largest patrol division, providing a respectable police presence within
the county. With that said, no community anywhere is without crime.
In 2017, agents provided supervision on 4,813 cases. Some adult and juvenile offenders have
multiple cases with multiple offenses. Overall offenses supervised in 2017 was 5,183. Standing
alone, those are some big numbers. However, when broken down in comparison to the county
population, estimated at 134,286 in 2017, the percentage of individuals supervised in some
capacity on criminal offenses was roughly 3%.
Wright County has an abundance of amenities to offer its residents. Beautiful parks, locally-owned
attractions, occasional shops, and safe and academically sound school districts. A little crime
exists, but overall Wright County is a safe and wonderful place to call home.

Gross Misdemeanor
Offenses

Felony Offenses
Drugs (267)
Assault (134)
CSC (121)
DWI (73)
Theft (56)

DWI (903)
Assault (159)
Theft (93)
Drugs (89)
Traffic 45)

Top 5 Offenses Overall
DWI (1425)
Assault (623)
Drugs (606)
Theft (458)
Disorderly Conduct (327)
Petty Misdemeanor
Offenses

Misdemeanor Offenses
DWI (449)
Assault (331)
Disorderly Conduct (264)
Traffic (224)
Theft (183)

Theft (126)
Tobacco (100)
Drugs (87)
Curfew Violation (65)
Minor Consumption (64)
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Offender Density in Wright County
It is no surprise that the more densely populated areas have a higher number of offenders. In Wright
County’s case, having a major interstate run through it, it is also no surprise that the areas with the
highest population of offenders is along the 94 corridor. It does not, however, mean you live in a bad
neighborhood. The percentage of offenders on probation versus the city population tells you that the
margin is very small and, as previously noted in the top 5 offenses, you are not surrounded by “hardened
criminals.” In fact, most people on probation are good citizens who simply made a bad choice.
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Adult Unit
The Adult Unit provides supervision to adult offenders for misdemeanor and gross misdemeanor
offenses, as well as felony DWI offenses and felony-level charges that are reduced to gross
misdemeanors or misdemeanors. The unit consists of its supervisor of 17 years, Tom Feddema, and 8
additional agents. The Adult Unit has two DWI ISP agents, one domestic violence ISP agent, The Turn
(Drug Court) Coordinator, two out-of-county agents, and two traditional agents.

Be The

One

DWI Intensive Supervision Program
Est. 2001
The Intensive Supervision Program (ISP) for multi-DWI offenders was initiated to provide
intensive supervision to qualifying individuals. Felony and gross misdemeanor DWI offenders
residing in Wright County who have been convicted of four or more DWIs within ten years or
within their lifetime will qualify for this sobriety-based program. This court-ordered program is a
four-phase stepdown process and includes a vast array of conditions, including frequent agent
contact, chemical treatment, extended aftercare, and random drug and alcohol tests, to name a few.
Movement through each phase is based solely on the success of the offender. There were 10 new
offenders ordered to the program in 2017. Since its inception, there have been a total of 412
offenders in the program.

DWI Intensive Supervision Program Statistics
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Supervised in 2017

Domestic Violence Intensive Supervision Program
Est. 2015
The Domestic Violence Intensive Supervision Program (DV-ISP) was initiated as part of Wright
County Court Services’ response to the growing number of domestic related offenses. The mission
of the DV-ISP is to end the cycle of domestic violence through accountability and changing the
beliefs that perpetuate domestic violence. It consists of three phases that focus on chemical
dependency, mental health, domestic abuse core beliefs, and regular victim contact. Offenders
supervised on DV-ISP are those who have been charged with a gross misdemeanor domesticrelated offense against someone who is or was a significant partner, reside in Wright County, score
high on the DVSI or LS/CMI, and have a minimum 2-year probationary period.
Wright County Court Services agent, Ryan Busch, has supervised this high-risk caseload since its
inception. Ryan continues to enhance the program by initiating changes that will provide the
offender with the best opportunity for personal growth and meaningful change.

2017 DV-ISP Statistics
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0
= Offenders Ordered ISP in 2017
= Number of Offenders on DV-ISP Caseload
= Number of Offenders with Severe and Persistent Mental Health
= Total Number of Offenders Ordered DV-ISP Since Inception
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The Turn – Wright County Adult Drug Court
Est. 2016
The Mission of the Turn is to enhance the cost-effectiveness of the county criminal justice system
by providing intensive case management, treatment, and court supervision for individuals arrested
for drug-related offenses. By holding participants accountable for their actions and providing them
with access to a diverse range of needed services, participants will be equipped with the necessary
tools to lead productive, drug-free and crime-free lives. The Turn Coordinator, Darnell Brethorst,
and The Turn Agent, Chris Jahnke, along with a team made up of representatives from legal and
treatment fields, provide participants the opportunity to change their life circumstances and
become chemically free. Designed specifically to follow the standards set forth by the National
Drug Court Model, it represents a collaborative effort of criminal justice stakeholders working
together to break the cycle of recidivism of drug addicted offenders in the court system. This is
achieved by comprehensive assessments and treatment, intensive supervision, random drug and
breath testing, regular court appearances, and immediate sanctions and incentives. The program is
voluntary and is a minimum of 14 months, divided into five phases. Movement through the phases
is based on the accomplishment of expectations and requirements. Advancement through phases
result in reduced supervision and greater independence.

2017 Drug Court Statistics
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10
0
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There were thirty-two referrals to The Turn in 2017 and eighteen active participants, of which fifteen
were newly accepted. Those accepted and those found ineligible include referrals from 2016 that were
not screened until 2017. Of the eighteen active participants, two were terminated from the program and
four withdrew voluntarily.
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Juvenile Unit
The Juvenile Unit provides supervision to juvenile offenders, ages 10-21, who have
been placed on supervision for any level offense. The unit consists of its supervisor
of 17 years, Brian “Abe” Abrahamson, and five additional agents that supervise
appointed areas throughout Wright County. The Juvenile Unit works closely with
the schools and communities within Wright County. The combined effort is not
only to supervise and guide youth who are on probation, but also to educate on
topics relative to the safety of all youth. School represents “community” for our
young people; a strong working relationship with the schools is critical to the
success of our counties’ young people.

Be
The

Safe Schools
Est. 1997
This networking initiative, which includes all ten of Wright County’s school
districts, is held multiple times throughout the school year to provide corrections,
schools, and communities an opportunity to discuss trending topics effecting
today’s youth, issues at school, and issues in the community. The schools provide
their individual reports and discussions are held on what our respective offices can
do to improve relationships with one another and how the students and communities could be better
served. At its annual Safe Schools kick-off, Court Services hosted 95 participants from the ten school
districts. Throughout the 2107 school year, 42 Safe Schools meetings were held. Wright County Court
Services Safe Schools program has been
recognized by the MN Department of Education
as an example of model collaboration between
schools, communities, and county agencies.

One

Juvenile Placements
Despite best efforts to work with juveniles in
their communities, there are times when a
juvenile offender needs to be placed out of their
home. This is done in two ways, either through
“detention placement” or through “correctional
placement.” The difference is a juvenile is sent
to a detention placement prior to disposition; wherein a “correctional placement” would come after
disposition and may be the result of a court sanction.
In 2017, 48 male juvenile offenders and 4 female juvenile offenders were sent to correctional placement.
There were also 81 male juveniles and 12 female juveniles were placed in detention placement.
Out of home placements do come at a cost. Wright
County Court Services must budget for the
expected financial cost of the services provided by
placement facilities. Parents are expected to
reimburse the cost of care for their placed child, per
the sliding fee scale, which is based on income and
household size. Wright County Court Services
spent $692,881 on placement expenses and
collected $51,057.15 in reimbursement.
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Juvenile Out-of-Home Placement Costs
Year

Budget

Expenses

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

$835,000

$509,410
$652,807
$658,070
$697,589
$692,881

$600,000
$765,000
$630,000
$622,000

Program Unit
The Program Unit supervises low-risk adult and juvenile
offenders and all pre-trial conditional release offenders. The unit
also provides educational and community service programs.
They are the largest and most diverse unit in Court Services,
consisting of its supervisor of 15 years, Margaret
Munson, and 10 additional agents. Due to the
substantial number of offenders supervised by the
Program Unit, all agents can assist offenders being
supervised by their unit but several also work in specialized
caseloads and services.

Be
The
One

Employment Specialist
Est. 2017
This new and specialized position plays a vital role in offender rehabilitation. While the title may only
indicate employment, the truth is that the agent that occupies this position assists the offender with
obtaining services such as health insurance, driver’s license, and housing; as well as employment. The
agent works closely with Central MN Jobs and Training Services. Program Agent, Amy Hertzog, helped
16 clients obtain employment in 2017. She also helped a young adult male obtain his driver’s permit by
transporting him to his tests, on the second trip he passed. This position can be a very rewarding. The
following is one of Amy’s success stories and she considered herself privileged to have helped her.
A single mother, very dependent upon her own for help, needed to gain independence. Obtaining
a job was the main focus but with two young girls, it was difficult to find the time. Amy helped
secure daycare assistance for a couple days a week so that the mother could put her energy
towards finding employment. Amy also helped her file her taxes so that her return would help
pay for a place for her and her daughters to live. In addition, Amy helped her practice driving!
They spent hours practicing parallel parking and 90 degree turns so she would pass her driver’s
test. In return, it gave this mother her freedom, independence, and the ability to drive to her
job, which she DID obtain with Amy’s assistance.
Bail Evaluation
Wright County Court Services completed 579 pre-trial bail evaluations for in-custody defendants who
were charged with a crime of violence or controlled substance. Bail Evaluations provide information
about the defendant that assist the court in determining if the offender will be released on their own
recognizance (without bail) or if bail is needed. Should the court set a bail amount, the offender will
need to provide the determined amount before being released from custody.
Pre-Trial Supervision Program
When someone is charged with a crime, they may be placed on “conditional release” by the Court.
Conditional Release is when the court releases the offender from custody with conditions that they are
expected to comply with. Pre-Trial supervision may be limited to remaining law abiding, but many
offenders are placed on one or more conditions involving chemical testing, electronic alcohol home
monitoring, house arrest, or Global Positioning Supervision (GPS). Two Program Unit agents share this
heavy caseload.
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Chemical Testing
Court Services performs chemical testing on pre- and post-sentence juvenile and adult offenders who
are ordered by the Court to “have no use or possession of alcohol or controlled substances.” The majority
of these offenders are placed on color-code testing, which requires them to call a pre-recorded line on a
daily basis to see if their assigned color was called. If it was, they are required to report during testing
hours the following day. Chemical testing consists primarily of urine tests and breath tests, but on some
occasions an oral swab and patches can be used. A total of 502 adults and 7 juveniles where on colorcode testing in 2017 and Court Services administered a total of 4,512 chemical tests.

Instant
UAs

PBTs

(3,618)

(787)

3,618 UA Kits = 603 feet!!
That’s nearly the length of two
football fields!

Total
Number of
Tests (4,512)
Oral

Mail-In
UAs
(90)

Swabs
(16)

Patch
(1)
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Offender Global Positioning System Program
The Global Positioning System (GPS) Program is still one of the most innovative programs in
Minnesota. This program is used to provide additional supervision to high-risk domestic assault,
harassment, and stalking offenders. This system provides the ability to locate and track the exact
whereabouts of the offender 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. If an offender enters the exclusion zone, law
enforcement and the agent are immediately
notified. Alerts are also sent if a GPS device
has been tampered with, removed, or if the
charge is getting low. It helps hold the
offenders accountable and victims report
feeling safer when offenders are on the
program. A total of 26 offenders were placed
on GPS in 2017 and served a combined total
of 1,386 days.
Diversion Program
Diversions give first-time offenders the
opportunity to keep the offense off their
criminal record by “diverting” their case
from Court. Participants who are referred for
diversion by the Wright County Attorney’s
Office must meet the qualifications for the
program. Offenders meet with an agent or case aide and are given the opportunity to admit and discuss
their offense and receive conditions as part of their consequence; juveniles must have a parent or
guardian present during the diversion appointment and conditions received vary based on the details of
the offense. Adult and program staff conducted 321 diversions on adult and juvenile offenders.

Adult and Juvenile Diversions
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Teen Court
Teen Court is a unique diversion program for juveniles that allows volunteer students from Wright
County a chance to become involved in the criminal justice system in a positive way and have a positive
impact on their peers. Teen Court is a mash-up of a traditional diversion and a court trial. Like a normal
diversion the offender must be referred and must admit guilt. Successful completion of the program will
keep the offense off their record. Like a court trial, it is held in the court room. The facts of the offense
are presented, and the juvenile offender is able talk about the offense and their current lifestyle. The
student jurors take the information provided, deliberate, and deliver what they feel is an appropriate
sentence. To participate as a juror, interested students must apply and undergo juror training. Parents
can also volunteer but only to assist, they are not involved in the outcome.
There were 43 juvenile offender participants in 2017. Fifty-eight student jurors and parents volunteered,
which included 7 newly trained jurors. Combined volunteer hours for Teen Court totaled 194 hours.
Teens and Technology
In an effort to be proactive with youth in Wright County and to inform parents, Karen Evans created the
presentation, “Teens and Technology – Safety and Risky Behavior.” Karen shares with her audience
what she as a probation agent has witnessed as potential risks and dangers our youth face today because
of inappropriate or risky use of social media and technology. One of the most serious acts occurring
with youth is “sexting,” which is the term used to describe the transmission of nude and semi-nude
photos via cell phone. As a result of the ever-changing world of technology, several unintended
consequences have impacted students, schools, and the community. Youth and adults are often unaware
of the possible consequences when technology is used inappropriately. Karen’s PowerPoint presentation
includes videos, case examples, statistics, and informs youth and parents about current trends and
potential consequences.
Karen has presented to youth at various Wright County and non-Wright County schools, as well as
conducted parent workshops. In 2017, she led seventeen Teens and Technology presentations.
Restorative Practices Conference/Mediation
Restorative Conferencing, also called Community Conferencing, is a service offered by Wright County
Court Services in which the victim(s), offender(s), affected community member(s), and/or parties
involved in a conflict meet face-to-face in a meeting directed by a trained facilitator. It provides the
parties a chance to tell their story and
discuss the impact the behavior has
had on them. It is a voluntary service
that both parties must agree to. It gives
participants a chance to work together
to repair any harm, and also provides
an opportunity for the parties to gain a
sense of closure, healing, and regain a
sense of security. During 2017, five
sessions were held with eleven
offenders and seven victims.
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Juvenile Payables Program
Juvenile Payables is a program that allows youth to pay a fee for their offense, rather than go to court.
Youth with curfew, tobacco, or ATV offenses are referred to Court Services by the Wright County
Attorney’s Office. The fees collected are placed in a fund that can be used by juvenile offenders to meet
their restitution obligation, as described in the next section. There were 126 juveniles who participated
in the payable program in 2017, with a total of $7,270 collected.
Juvenile Restitution Program
The Juvenile Restitution Program was developed to assist some juvenile offenders in paying their
restitution obligations. Juvenile offenders are allowed to complete community service with the Wright
County Juvenile Work Crew at a rate of $10/hour. The monetary value of their completed hours is paid
directly to the victim from the funds collected by the Juvenile Payables Program, as noted above. In
2017, 15 juveniles participated in this program and completed approximately 855.3 community service
hours, equaling $8,553 of restitution paid out to victims.
TruThought
TruThought is a cognitive behavior program that Court Services uses
to help youth identify thinking barriers and explore responsible
thinking through a corrective-thinking curriculum. Two of our agents
are certified to train others in TruThought curriculum and have done
so with agents and educators. Court Services’ agents taught 17 classes
throughout 2017. There were 15 juveniles who attended the program
and 12 completed it.
Community Service Work
The Court may order an offender to complete community service work as a condition of probation or in
lieu of court fines. Additionally, Court Services may allow an offender to perform community service
work as a condition of a diversion or in lieu of probation-related fees. Community service must be served
at non-profit organizations and approved by Court Services.
In 2017, there were 151 adult offenders who completed 2,831.50 hours of community service work.
• 203.5 hours in lieu of Court Services’ fees
• 99 hours in lieu of court fines
• 2,529 hours for ordered conditions
In 2017, there were 519 juvenile offenders who completed 3,917.05
hours of community service work.
• 2,480.3 hours were completed on the juvenile work crew.
o Court Services endeavors to strengthen community ties.
The juvenile work crew assists many of the city parks,
camps, community centers, schools, and churches, as
well as assisting at local events and fundraisers. These
youth may be preforming these tasks as a result of a poor
decision, but the tasks they perform are essential and
benefit of all of Wright County.
• 1,436.75 hours were completed by juveniles working in the
community.
In 2017, the total value of community service work completed by adults and juveniles was $67,485.50.
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Support Staff
The Support Staff provides assistance to the entire Court Services department. The unit consists of its
supervisor and Office Manager of 4 years, Jessica Miller, and 6 additional support staff. Each member
of this unit is designated to one of the units; however, for efficiency, the Court Services Support Staff is
cross-trained and able to step into most of the roles of the other support members when the situation
calls for it. Often the first contact with probationers, the support staff know the importance of trying to
make their initial appearance here a positive one. In being the first contact, support staff can also give
the assigned agent a few notes about the defendant’s demeanor and body language. This is not a required
skill, but very valuable and appreciated by agents. The Support Staff are primarily responsible for
directing phone calls, opening new cases, assigning agents, processing cases pre- and post- trial, and efiling. Additional duties also include purchasing office supplies, billing, and records management.
Support staff also record and analyze demographic, statistical, probation, and financial data and provide
reports as required or requested. They are also responsible for accepting and distributing payments for
probation, program, and detention fees. A total of $639,632.34 was collected in 2017; of that amount,
$64,535.54 was collected through Revenue Recapture (taxes) and distributed accordingly. Throughout
the year, Court Services receives requests to expunge records. Support staff worked with the agents to
investigate and follow up on the 28 requests received in 2017. Support staff also provides record checks
as requested by Wright County Health and Human Services for foster homes and daycares. Court
Services completed 168 record checks for Human Services in 2017.

Be The One

Support Staff Supervisor and Office Manager Jessica Miller works closely with Director Mike
MacMillan and unit supervisors to prepare the yearly Court Services budget.

Revenue
Budget
Actual
Expenditures
Budget
Actual
Net
Budget
Actual
Savings

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

$1,420,723
$1,521,305

$1,362,685
$1,442,033

$1,374,196
$1,405,729

$1,343,095
$1,297,604

$1,392,679
$1,483,939

$3,437,686
$3,284,599

$3,425,158
$3,358,120

$3,400,045
$3,330,112

$3,571,429
$3,448,035

$3,751,409
$3,741,378

$2,016,963
$1,763,294
$253,668

$2,062,473
$1,916,087
$146,386

$2,025,849
$1,924,383
$101,466

$2,228,334
$2,180,431
$77,903

$2,358,730
$2,257,439
$101,291
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Collaborations
A point of pride for Wright County Court Services is the close working relationships it has with other
county departments, city offices, schools, and businesses. Court Services endeavors to maintain those
good relationships along with making new ones both in and out of county. Aside from creating positive
collaboration within the county, these relationships make it possible to better service our probationers
and the communities of Wright County. One of the goals of our office is not only to help the offenders
on probation with our office, but to also serve all the people of Wright County. The following provides
information on programs that our office has collaborated on.
Choices Program
This program is a collaboration between Court Services, Wright County Sheriff’s Department, and the
Wright County Attorney’s Office. Choices is an early intervention program that explains and maps the
criminal justice system, showing first-time offenders the collateral consequences that may occur if they
continue to make poor choices. In 2017, 33 adults and 63 juveniles completed this program.
Wright County Coordinated Community Response to Domestic Violence
Wright County works closely with other entities of the criminal justice system toward the common
goal of ending the cycle of domestic violence.
Wright County Court Services provides the court with pre- and post- sentence services that include
investigative studies and lethality risk assessments about the offender and the domestic-related
offense. The offenders are subject to random chemical tests, GPS, electronic monitoring,
programming, and other conditions as set by the Court. Our office actively works with victims by
maintaining contact and connecting them to resources for financial assistance, housing, counseling
and other necessary services. Court Services works with Rivers of Hope, programming/treatment
facilities, law enforcement, and prosecuting attorney offices to provide services and resources to
both the offender and their victim(s). Wright County Court
Services also has representation on the Rivers of
Hope Victim Advocacy Board.
Batterer’s Intervention Program
Est. 2010
The Batterer’s Intervention Program
(BIP) is a men’s only 24-week or 36hour cognitive program for qualifying
domestic-related
offenders.
The
program is a collaboration of Wright
County Court Services, Central MN
Mental Health Center, Wright County
Attorney’s Office, Wright County Health and
Human Services, Rivers of Hope, and the
Department of Corrections and is part of the Wright
County Coordinated Community Response to Domestic Violence. The program is designed to facilitate
change by focusing on the intention behind the violence and abuse in relationships and help expose the
beliefs and attitudes that support nonviolence and violence. Participants are challenged to think critically
and reflectively about their lives, the partners they have assaulted, and the impact of battering on
families. The program is based on the Duluth Domestic Abuse Intervention Project’s “Creating a Process
of Change for Men Who Batter” and Court Services currently has four agents trained under this “Duluth
Model” as BIP facilitators. BIP is held at the Central MN Mental Health Center’s in Buffalo and
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Monticello. Agent Ryan Busch, our Domestic Violence Intensive Supervision agent, co-facilitates one
of the groups held in Buffalo. Participants in the program have either been court ordered or have
voluntarily enrolled after completing a mandatory diagnostic assessment to ascertain eligibility.
A total of 513 offenders have been referred to BIP since the program began in 2010. The
figure below shows the number of participants who completed BIP and how many were
terminated from the program.

Safe Communities – Sober Cab Program
Safe Communities of Wright County is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to reduce
injuries and fatalities associated with traffic crashes in Wright County through safety education
and prevention. One of its initiatives is the Sober Cab Program. Impaired driving has been a
long-time statewide issue and agencies at the county and state level continue working to make
communities and roads safer. In 2010, Wright County Court Services and Safe Communities
collaborated to create the Sober Cab Program. This program consists of participating
establishments and alcohol distributors who help provide free or reduced cab rides home for
individuals who have had too much to drink.
The 2016 and 2017 Safe Communities Sober Cab statistics are as follows:
• 1,958 sober cab rides given to 3,217 intoxicated passengers in 2016.
• 2,005 sober cab rides given to 2,888 intoxicated passengers in 2017.
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